
Closed Competitions – North Carolina Swimming 

Per the USA Swimming Rule Book, Glossary, a Closed Competition is competition exclusively among 
members of a single club or among two or more USA Swimming member clubs within an organization or 
group formed for the specific purpose of such competition that are open only to members of that group 
or organization. 
 
In NC Swimming there are currently three registered “leagues” or groups formed for the above purpose:  
The ECSL (East Carolina Swim League),   the BRSL (Blue Ridge Swim League), and the WCSA (Western 
Carolina Swim Association).   In addition, any Approved Y closed meet (open only to YMCA teams) is 
considered a closed competition. 
 
Relay Entries in a Sanctioned Meet 
 
Per Article 102.3 in the Rule Book, in a sanctioned meet, relay teams shall not compete unattached.  In 
all cases relay teams must be composed of USA Swimming members of the same club, school, or 
organization that is a member of USA Swimming.  An exception is noted for members of a LSC 
competing in a Zone meet. 
 
A further exception is permitted in closed competition:  In an intrasquad meet or a “league” or Y only 
approved meet, a swimmer who is currently NC UN but registered and swimming with a club 
participating in such meet, may swim on a relay for that club.  In a dual or tri meets among members of 
the above associations, currently unattached swimmers but registered and on the teams may swim on a 
relay. 
 
NC UN swimmers in dual, tri or quad meets or open meets that are not ECSL, BRSL, WCSA or Y meets 
may NOT swim on relays. 
 
Permission for unattached swimmers to participate on relays in closed competition is for the purpose of 
competition and scoring in the meet.  All relay times from such UN relays will not be loaded into the 
SWIMS database.  Individual event times for any NC UN swimmers will be shown as NC UN when times 
are loaded into the database even though they represented the an association team in the closed meet. 
 
Relay Names for All Sanctioned and Approved Competitions 
Per Articles 102.3.7 in the Rule Book, names of eligible relay swimmers SHALL be submitted to the clerk 
of course or to the head lane timer.  For NCS purposes, all relay names must be submitted to the clerk or 
course, the MM operator, or the AO.  Relays without names are not legal to swim and no times from 
such relays will be entered into the SWIMS database. 
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